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Python 
Overview 
In case you're an office specialist, understudy, manager, or simply need to turn out to be more gainful 
with your PC, programming will permit you to compose code that can mechanize repetitive assignments. 
This course follows the famous (and free!) book, Automate the Boring Stuff with Python. 
 
Mechanize the Boring Stuff with Python was composed for individuals who need to find a workable pace 
composing little projects that do reasonable errands at the earliest opportunity. You don't have to know 
arranging calculations or item situated programming, so this course skirts all the software engineering 
and focuses on composing code that completes stuff. 
 
This course is for finished learners and spreads the famous Python programming language. You'll learn 
fundamental ideas just as: 

 Web scratching 
 Parsing PDFs and Excel spreadsheets  
 Robotizing the console and mouse  
 Sending messages and messages  
 Furthermore, a few other useful themes  

 
Before the finish of this course, you'll have the option to compose code that significantly expands your 
profitability, yet in addition have the option to list this fun and innovative ability on your resume. 
 
What You'll Learn 

 Robotize errands on their PC by composing basic Python programs.  
 Compose programs that can do message design acknowledgment with "normal articulations".  
 Automatically produce and update Excel spreadsheets. 
 Parse PDFs and Word reports. 
 Slither sites and pull data from online sources.  
 Compose programs that convey email warnings.  
 Utilize Python's troubleshooting apparatuses. 
 Rapidly make sense of bugs in your code.  
 Automatically control the mouse and console snap and type for you. 

 
Prerequisite 

 No programming experience is required.  
 Downloading and introducing Python is secured toward the beginning of the course. 
 Essential PC aptitudes: riding sites, running projects, sparing and opening records, and so forth. 
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Course Content: 
Module 1 : An Introduction 

History Of Python 
Version of Python  
Features Of Python  
What is a Script Program? 
Difference between Scripting and Programming Languages Comparisons of Python with Other 
scripting  
Python Variables & Data Types 

 
Module 2 : Basics of Scripting 
         Input and Output 

Python Conditional Statements  
Python Looping Concept  
Python Sequence Types 

 
Module 3 : Function and Module 

Function 
      Defining a function 
      Calling a function  
      Function Arguments              
      Lambda function  
      Global and local variables 
Module 
      Creating a Module          
      Importing a Module          
      Install Module using pip command          
      Packages in python          
      If __name__ == ”main” statement 

 
Module 4 : File Handling 

Open file using open function  
Open file using with statement   
Read data from txt file  
Write data to txt file  
Working with other type of file json. yml, csv, excel Copy and move files  
Zipping and unzipping       
Working with Directories  
OS Module  
Shutil Module 
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Module 5 : Exception Handling 

What is Exception 
Handling Exception using try and except block Finally end else block       
Raising our Own Exception  
User Defined Exception 

 
Module 6: Regular Expression 

Re-Module 
Functions of re-module  
Character classes  
Predefined character classes  
Quantifiers 

 
Module 7 : Logging and debugging 

Debug code using pdb module  
Write different types of logs  
How to read log file  
How to read a specific log record from file 

 
Module 8: Advanced Python 

Socket Programing 
 Send mail using Python 
 Database Connection 
 GUI (Graphical User Interface) 
 Working with dates and time 

 
Module 9: Automation 

os - provides a way of using operating system dependent functionality will allow you to copy, 
create, delete files-directories  
subprocess  - allows you to spawn new processes, connect to their input/output/error pipes, and 
obtain their return codes.  
psutil - is a cross-platform library for retrieving information on running processes and system 
utilization (CPU, memory, disks, network, sensors) in Python  
shutil - easy way to copy and move dirs and files   
re - regular expression  
platform - distinguish versions of Linux distros, Unix, Windows, Apple  netaddr - easily use IP 
classes, VLSM  
netmiko and paramiko ->Multi-vendor library to simplify Paramiko SSH connections to network 
devices.  
 json, jinja2, yaml -> to open read and write file      
argparse - The argparse module makes it easy to write user-friendly command-line interfaces  
logging – to maintain logs. 
Selenium -  used to automate web browser interaction from Python. boto3 Api - Boto is the  
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Amazon Web Services (AWS) SDK for Python. It enables Python developers to create, configure, 
and manage AWS services, such as EC2 and S3.  
Configparser -  to read config file  
Beautifulsoup –  for web scraping 
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